We study in this paper orthogonal projections of embedded surfaces M in H 3 + (−1) along horocycles to planes. The singularities of the projections capture the extrinsic geometry of M related to the lightcone Gauss map. We give geometric characterisations of these singularities and prove a Koenderink type theorem which relates the hyperbolic curvature of the surface to the curvature of the profile and of the normal section of the surface. We also prove duality results concerning the bifurcation set of the family of projections.
Introduction
The work of this paper is part of a wider project of investigating the extrinsic geometry of submanifolds embedded in the pseudo-spheres in the Minkowski space R 35]). Analogous in [27] means that we view a line in the Euclidean space as a geodesic. But a line in the Euclidean space can also be viewed as the limit of circles with radii tending to infinity. In the hyperbolic space, the limit of circles with radii tending to infinity is a horocycle. So it is natural to consider, as we do in this paper, projections in the hyperbolic space along horocycles.
Another reason we consider projections along horocycles is the following. Given p ∈ M , there is a well defined unit normal vector e(p) to M at p; see §2. (If M is orientable, then e(p) is globally defined. However, it is always locally defined and our investigation here is local in nature.) The vector e(p) is in the de Sitter space S 3 1 and we have the de Sitter Gauss map
The projections of M along geodesics pick up extrinsic geometric information about M related to the de Sitter Gauss map, see [27] . For example, the projection along a geodesic has a cusp singularity at p if and only if the tangent to the geodesic at p is a de Sitter asymptotic direction. The points on M where the projection has a swallowtail singularity is precisely the locus of points of geodesic inflections of the de Sitter asymptotic curves. Also, the projection has a lips/beaks singularity at p if and only if p is a de Sitter parabolic point and the tangent to the geodesic is along the unique de Sitter asymptotic direction at p.
There is another Gauss map on the surface introduced in [19] and called the lightcone Gauss map; see §2. The vector p ± e(p) is lightlike (i.e., belongs to the lighcone LC * ), so we have the lightcone Gauss maps
Projecting along horocycles is a natural candidate to pick up extrinsic geometric information about the surface related to the lightcone Gauss map. We expect, for instance, the projection along a horocycle with tangent at p along a horo-asymptotic direction (i.e., a direction u satisfying d p (L ± )(u), u = 0) to have a cusp singularity at p.
We give in §3 the expression of the family P of projections along horocycles to orthogonal planes. The planes of projection are arbitrary, that is, projecting to parallel orthogonal planes yields the same information. So we project to the planes that passe through the point p 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0). Then the horocycles of interest are determined by a pair of vectors (l, v) in the set C = {(l, v) ∈ S are spheres in LC * and S 3 1 respectively. The set C is in fact the parameter space of our family of projections. For (l, v) fixed, the map P (l,v) can be considered locally as a map-germ from R . We also show that the points p ∈ M where the projection along the horocycle ( L ± (p), v) has a swallowtail singularity at p is precisely the locus of geodesic inflections of the horo-asymptotic curves (Proposition 4.3). We then prove a Koenderink type theorem which relates the hyperbolic curvature of the surface to the curvature of the profile and of the normal section of the surface (Theorem 4.4).
We prove in §5 a duality result between some surfaces associated to M and some special curves on the ∆ 2 -dual surface M (2, * ) of M ; (see §6). The result is analogous to that of Shcherback in [34] . We also prove a duality result concerning the bifurcation sets of the families of projections, analogous to that of Bruce-Romero Fuster in [9] . In §5, we use the duality concepts introduced in [13, 14] ; see §6 for details.
Preliminaries
The Minkowski space (R 1 | x, v = c}. We say that HP (v, c) is a spacelike, timelike or lightlike hyperplane if v is timelike, spacelike or lightlike respectively. We have the following three types of pseudo-spheres in R 4 1 :
. We also define the lightcone sphere
and the Euclidean sphere
, we have x 0 = 0 so
The hyperbolic space has two connected components. We only consider embedded surfaces in H 
Some aspects of the extrinsic geometry of hypersurfaces in the hyperbolic space are studied in [13] - [23] and [26, 27] . Let M be a surface embedded in H 
It follows that the vector x ± e is a lightlike vector. Let 
. There are 0/1/2 de Sitter (resp. horo-) asymptotic directions at every point where K e (p) (resp.
We also define the de Sitter normal curvature at p along a direction u ∈ T p M to be
A surface given by the intersection of H 3 + (−1) with a spacelike, timelike or lightlike hyperplane is called respectively sphere, equidistant surface or horosphere. The intersection of the surface with timelike hyperplane through the origin is called simply a plane. Planes are the only surfaces with everywhere zero de Sitter Gaussian curvature ( [21] ). Horospheres are the only surfaces with everywhere zero hyperbolic curvature ( [21] ).
The family of projections along horocycles
We need some preliminaries about curves in H , can be proved for the curve γ ( [22] ) and are as follows
where
The quantities κ h (s) and τ h (s) are called the curvature (resp. torsion) of the curve γ at γ(s). The condition t (s), t (s) = −1 above is in fact equivalent to κ h (s) = 0. (See [22] for more results on curves in the hyperbolic plane.)
When the curve γ is not parametrised by arc length, the formula for the curvature is
A horocycle in H Also, for a curve in a hyperbolic plane (which is the case of a horocycle), κ h = κ g , where κ g denotes its geodesic curvature, and the hyperbolic curvature
Therefore, for a horocycle we have K h ≡ 0, which means that they are flat objects.
We are considering here orthogonal projections along horocycles to planes. Projecting to two parallel planes yields the same information, so we choose those that pass through the point p 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0). These are parametrised by the sphere S 
be the timelike unit spherical bundle over S 3 1 .
Theorem 3.1 The family of projections along horocycles in H
Proof. A parametrisation of the horocycle (l, v) which is orthogonal to the plane
for some scalar λ, see [24] . The horocycle c(s) passes through
In this paper, the family of orthogonal projections of a given surface M in H 3 + (−1) along horocycles refers to the restriction of the family P to M . We still denote this restriction by P . We have the following result where the term generic is defined in terms of transversality to submanifolds of multi-jet spaces (see for example [12] ). Proof. The theorem follows from Montaldi's result in [31] and the fact that P :
We denote by
) as in Theorem 3.1. We also keep the same notation for the restriction of P (l,v) to the surface M ⊂ H 3 + (−1). For a given (l, v) ∈ C and a point p 0 ∈ M , one can choose local coordinates so that P (l,v) restricted to M can be considered locally as a map-germ R
These map-germs are extensively studied. We refer to [32] for the list of the A-orbits with A e -codimension ≤ 6, where A denotes the Mather group of smooth changes of coordinates in the source and target. In Table 1 , we reproduce from [32] the list of local singularities of A e -codimension ≤ 3. Some of these singularities are also called as follows: 4 2 (lips/beaks), 4 3 (goose), 5 (swallowtail), 6 (butterfly), 11 5 (gulls).
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that for generic embeddings of the surface only singularities of A e -codimension ≤ dim(C) = 3 can occur in the members of the family of orthogonal projections. So we have the following result. Table 1 whose A e -codimension ≤ 3. Moreover, these singularities are versally unfolded by the family P . 
The members of P can also have multi-local local singularities with A e -codimension ≤ 3, and these singularities are also versally unfolded by the family P . However, in this paper, we deal mainly with the geometry of the local singularities.
Characterisations of the singularities of P (l,v)
Given (l, v) ∈ C and a point p ∈ M , we denote by v * the tangent at p to the horocycle through p and q(p, (l, v)). Then
where c(s) and s 0 are as in the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof. The map F p is clearly of class C ∞ . It is injective as the vector v is spacelike and l is lightlike. To show that it is surjective, let (l, w) ∈ C p and consider the horocycle c(s) = p + sw − s 2 /(2 p, l )l through p. We are seeking a vector v = w − (s 1 / p, l )l tangent to the horocycle at c(s 1 ) and orthogonal to a plane that passes through p 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0). So we require p 0 , v = 0. This gives s 1 
Let p be a point on an embedded surface M in H
We have the following geometric characterisations of the singularities of P (l,v) , where "worse" means more degenerate, alternatively, has a higher A e -codimension. Proof. The statements in the theorem are of local nature, so we shall take the surface M in hyperbolic Monge form (H-Monge form, see [19] ) at the point in consideration. In fact, by hyperbolic motions, we can suppose that the point of interest is p 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) and the surface given locally by (4) 
Theorem 4.2 Let M be an embedded surface in H
3 + (−1) and (l, v) ∈ C. (1) The projection P (l,v) is singular at p ∈ M if and only if v * ∈ T p M. (2) For v ∈ S 2 0 fixed and p ∈ M , there is a circle of directions l ∈ S 2 + ⊂ LC * such that v * ∈ T p M . This circle contains the directions L ± (p) = p ± e(p). (3) The projection P (l,vκ 1 = −λ(p, l) (or κ 2 = −λ(p, l)). (5) The curves κ i = constant, i = 1, 2
, are the loci of points where the two directions in (3) coincide. They foliate the region
which is A-equivalent to the map-germ R 2 , 0 → R 2 , 0 given by
As the singularities of P (l,v) restricted to M and those of P (l,v) are A-equivalent, we work with the map-germ P (l,v) . We reduce the appropriate k-jets of P (l,v) to the form (x, g(x, y)) and interpret geometrically the conditions for this germ to be A-equivalent to one in Table 1 . A calculation shows that which can be written as
Since l ∈ LC * , l 
The geodesic curvature of this asymptotic curve at p 0 is 3a 30 /(2a 21 ). This vanishes when a 30 = 0, equivalently when the singularity of the projection is of type swallowtail or worse.
To show that the horo-flecnodal curve is generically a smooth curve, one can follow the method in [5] (see also [8] ) and consider the Monge-Taylor map φ : U → J 3 (2) which associates to (x, y) ∈ U the 3-jet of f at (x, y), where f is the function in the parametrisation of the surface x(U ) in H-Monge form. The swallowtail singularities form a smooth variety in J 3 (2) and for generic surfaces φ(U ) intersects this variety transversally. The horo-flecnodal curve is the pre-image of this intersection, so is generically a smooth curve.
2
We call the image of the critical set of P (l,v) the contour (or profile) of M . We shall suppose here that it is a smooth curve and restrict to the case where l = L 
. We now show that the above formula does not hold if p 0 does not belong to the plane of projection. Let λ ∈ R and consider the map 
Duality
We prove in this section duality result similar to those in [34] for central projections of surfaces in RP 3 and to those in [9] for orthogonal projections of surfaces in R 3 . Let M be an embedded surface in H 3 + (−1). We shall use the duality concepts in [13, 14, 25] , see §6 for details. In [24] is introduced the notion of a horocyclic surface which is defined to be a one-parmeter family of horocylces in H 
is the cuspidaledge of −M (2, * ) , where −M (2, * ) denotes the antipodal surface of M (2, * ) .
Proof. We consider a local parametrisation x :
(1) We suppose that the horo-parabolic set K ± h = 0 is a regular curve. This property holds for generic embeddings of surface M in H 3 + (−1). Let p(t), t ∈ I, be a parametrisation of the horo-parabolic set of M and u(t) the unique unit horoasymptotic direction at p(t). There exists a curve γ :
is parametrised by 
(p(t) ± e(t)).
We have
We remark that p (t) ∈ T γ(t) M and p (t) ± e (t), p(t) ± e(t) = 0. Therefore, we have
), p(t) ± e(t) = s u (t), p(t) ± e(t) .
Taking the derivative of the relation p(t) ± e(t), u(t) = 0, we have
The fact that p(t) is the parametrisation of horo-parabolic set means that the image of dL ± (γ(t)) is one dimensional, so that there exists λ ∈ R such that
Since u(t) is the unique asymptotic direction, we have
So the lightlike normal to the horocyclic surface A 
(t).
We also denote by e(t) the de Sitter normal to M along C 1 , so that the lightcone normal to M along C 1 is given by L 
± (t) = q(t)±e(t). Then a local parametrisation of
A h 1 ||A h 1 is given by z(s, t) = q(t) + sv(t) + s
(q(t) ± e(t)).
It follows that
By the same arguments in case (1) 
), q(t) ± e(t) = s v (t), q(t) ± e(t) .
Since C 1 and C 2 are disjoint, C 2 can be parametrised by q 2 (t) = z(s(t), t) for some non-zero smooth function s(t). On C 2 , we have
), q(t) ± e(t) = s(t) v (t), q(t) ± e(t) .
Since s(t) = 0, we have v (t), q(t) ± e(t) = 0, so that ∂z ∂t (s, t), q(t) ± e(t) = 0. z(t, 0) and z(t, s(t) ) are parametrisations of C 1 and C 2 respectively. Therefore, L ± (t) is the common lightcone normal to M at q(t) and z(t, s(t)), which is the self intersection curve of M (2, * ) . (3) We use here the notation in case (1) and define the contact diffeomorphism Ψ 31 : ∆ 3 → ∆ 1 by Ψ 31 (v, w) = (v − w, −w). We also define the mapping 
(p(t) ± e(t)).
One can easily show that w(s, t) ∈ S This means that L ± (γ(t)) = p(t) ± e(t) and w(s, t) are ∆ 3 -dual. We also have . By definition, ∆ 3 is invariant under the antipodal action on R .
(s, t)) = (y(s, t), −w(s, t)).

Therefore y(s, t) is the ∆ 1 -dual of −w(s, t). Since y(s, t) gives a local parametrisation of
There are Euclidean analogues in [9] of the results in [34] (see also [3, 4, 7] for related results). Given an embedded surface M in the Euclidean space R 3 the family of height functions on M is given by
and the family of orthogonal projections is given by
where S 2 denotes the unit sphere and "." the scalar product in R
3
. The local bifurcation set Bif (H E ) of H E (resp. Bif (P E ) of P E ) is the set of u ∈ S 2 for which there exist p ∈ M such that H E (−, u) (resp. P E (−, u)) has a non-stable singularity at p. The A 2 -stratum of Bif (H E ) is the set of unit normals at the parabolic points of M . The lips/beaks stratum of Bif (P E ) is the set of unit asymptotic directions at the parabolic points of M . It is shown in [9] that the A 2 -stratum of Bif (H E ) is dual to the lips/beaks stratum of Bif (P E ). The duality in [9] refers to the double Legendrian fibration S
The contact structure on ∆ is given by the 1-form θ = v.du| ∆ .
We seek an analogous duality result for the family of projections along horocycles. The family of lightcone height functions on M ⊂ H 3 + (−1) is introduced in [19] and is given by
The A 2 -stratum of Bif (H) is the set of lightcone vectors L ± (p), with p a horo-parabolic point of M . We know from Theorem 4.2 that the projection P ( e L ± (p),v) has a lips/beaks singularity when p a horo-parabolic point and v * is a horo-asymptotic direction at p. are Legendrian fibrations. Therefore, given a Legendrian curve i :
) and vice-versa. We call this duality C-duality. (See §6 for more details on Legendrian duality.)
Suppose that the horo-parabolic set of M ∈ H 3 + (−1) is smooth (which is generically the case) and is parametrised locally by p(t), t ∈ I. Let u(t) be the unique horoasymptotic direction at p(t) and (
, with F p the map in Proposition 4.1. We have the following consequence of the C-duality.
That is, the A 2 -stratum of the bifurcation set of the family of lightcone height functions is C-dual to the set of unit horo-asymptotic directions at horo-parabolic points transported along horocycles to S 2 0 . The set of unit horo-asymptotic directions at horo-parabolic points transported along horocycles to S 2 0 is not of course the lips/beaks stratum of the bifurcation set of the family of projections along horocycles. The lips/beaks stratum of this family is generically a 2-dimensional surface in C. However, the curve L = {( L ± (p(t)), v(t)), t ∈ I} is special on this stratum. To show this, let
has a singularity at p of type lips/beaks}, The surface S(4 2 ) is generically smooth. Consider the projections 
Proof. The proof follows by direct calculations using the H-Monge form setting. 2 
Appendix
We require some properties of contact manifolds and Legendrian submanifolds for the duality results in this paper (for more details see for example [2] ). Let N be a (2n +1)-dimensional smooth manifold and K be a field of tangent hyperplanes on N . Such a field is locally defined by a 1-form α. The tangent hyperplane field K is said to be non-degenerate if α ∧ (dα) n = 0 at any point on N. The pair (N, K) is a contact manifold if K is a non-degenerate hyperplane field. In this case K is called a contact structure and α a contact form. = E(U ) are dual. We call this duality the ∆ 1 -duality. This is a direct analogue of the spherical duality in the Euclidean space.
Consider now the lightcone Gauss map L For spacelike hypersurfaces embedded in one of the pseudo-spheres in the Minkowski space (i.e. surfaces whose tangent spaces at all points are spacelike), we need to consider only the above four ∆ i -dualities, i = 1, . . . , 4. However, if we consider timelike hypersurfaces in S n 1 , (i.e. surfaces whose tangent spaces at all points are timelike) we need the concept of ∆ 5 -duality below which is also a direct analogue to the spherical duality in the Euclidean space. To summarise, we have the following five Legendrian double fibrations. We have the following duality theorem on the above spaces. We have the following general remarks, some of which follow from the discussion proceeding Theorem 6.1. 
